Power transmission
structure solutions

Welcome to
Gateway Energy
As an Australian-owned company providing energy transmission
solutions throughout Australia and the South Pacific, Gateway
Energy’s commitment to quality, innovation and sustainability is the
foundation our company has been built on.
As we continue to deliver power transmission structure solutions
for our clients, our focus on effective working relationships and
exceptional service standards will shape our business into our
second decade of trade.
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Solutions to
suit your project
Delivering steel poles, towers
and gantries to sites across
Australia and the South Pacific.

Power transmission
structure solutions

At Gateway Energy, we pride ourselves
on delivering a reliable supply chain
solution for our clients. This includes:
design, manufacture and delivery of
steel poles, towers and gantries to site.
We understand the importance of our
role in supporting our clients to deliver a
successful power infrastructure project.

In addition to manufacturing poles and
towers for power transmission projects across
Australia and the South Pacific, at Gateway
Energy we also work with our clients to
ensure the designs for each project deliver
the best solution and lowest total project
cost. We consider foundation designs,
construction costs and transport costs to
site, not just the structure cost in isolation, to
deliver best-for-project outcomes.
No project is too big or too remote.
Our in-house engineering and design
team have extensive experience in the
energy transmission sector and structural
engineering, delivering structurally certified
designs for each project.

Steel Poles

Towers

Gantries

We design, manufacture
and deliver a full range of
the highest quality steel
transmission and distribution
poles. We specialise in
complex transmission line
pole solutions.

We can design, verify,
manufacture, test and
supply any transmission
tower. We also provide
design and supply solutions
for tower refurbishment
programs using our
local design team and a
combination of local and
offshore fabrication.

At Gateway Energy, We
design, fabricate and supply
both tubular and lattice
gantries for substations
and under-crossings.
Our design team can work
with your team to realise
economies of scale and cost
reduction by combining
substation gantries and
transmission line structures
into one supply solution.

This includes in-ground and
base plate pole designs,
from 11kV to 330kV.

Commitment to quality
At Gateway Energy, our commitment to quality is evident in all that
we do. From the highest quality controls in our engineering designs,
to our quality control checks during our manufacturing process, and
our continuous improvement processes throughout our business,
quality is at the centre of all that we do.

Design
Quality starts with good design and our Australian design team is
class-leading. We use the latest in computational modelling including
finite element analysis of structures and connections. Our design
team is one of the most experienced in Australia in our industry.

Rigorous Testing
Our extensive testing processes during the manufacturing phase
of every project ensures each and every project is delivered with
confidence. Our testing program and physical testing beyond the
acceptable specifications to ensure quality in every item delivered by
our team.

Our process
At Gateway Energy we partner with our clients to provide
the very best service and advice at every stage of the
project. We aim to build effective working relationships with
our clients, based on mutual respect and honesty. By working
together in a collaborative manner, the results achieved for
each completed project are a win for our clients, a win for
their clients and that’s a win for us at Gateway Energy.

1. O
 ur engineering team in Brisbane, Australia analyse the project
plans to ensure the most efficient engineering is applied. Where
we can identify cost savings or more efficient design, we work
with our client’s design team to finalise plans that suit our clients,
the project and their clients’ objectives.
2. O
 ur manufacturing teams adhere to our strict standards
and manufacture the steel poles, towers and gantries to our
specifications. We have our own independent quality assurance
inspectors providing oversight of the fabrication process and
conduct third-party independent testing of our foundation bolts.
Full scale load testing can be done when required to provide total
peace of mind.
3. Our logistics team transport the completed structures from the
manufacturing site through the Australian port of entry and onto
site, ready for our clients to install and commission.

Continuous Improvement
We are always seeking ways to improve our processes to deliver
exceptional results for our clients. This focus includes reviewing our
design, manufacturing and delivery processes, looking for innovative
methods to increase efficiency and deliver improved results where
possible.

Cost Saving Realisation
Through our quality processes, and continuous improvement
program, at Gateway Energy we are seeking to reduce waste, errors
and deliver high quality, efficient solutions for our clients. Where
cost savings are realised, this allows us to maintain downward
pressure our pricing, ensuring our clients receive the benefits of our
commitment to quality and continuous improvement.

Our commitment to
sustainability
At Gateway Energy, we view sustainability as an
opportunity. In addition to working with the renewable
energy sector to deliver sustainable energy projects,
we have an in-house waste reduction and recycling
program. By viewing sustainability as a focus in the work
we deliver for clients and the way we work in-house, we
are continually finding new ways to reduce our impact
on the environment and develop a sustainable business.
Steel structures offer a fully-recyclable building medium
with an end-of-life asset value. Unlike reinforced
concrete, steel structures will not end up in landfill and
can be refurbished for life extensions.

Innovations in the renewable energy sector will provide
additional benefits to the Australian community, and
supporting utilities, construction partners, industry groups
and our industry to governments, councils and industry to
deliver high quality infrastructure projects in this area.

By working together to continually
reduce our negative impact on the
environment, we can be proud of our
sector and the positive impact we have
on society, the economy and the planet.

Local service,
global expertise
Our design, engineering and
management team are based in Brisbane,
Queensland. Our manufacturing is
undertaken in China where we work with
the world’s largest and most capable
steel powerline structures manufacturer
who are experienced in meeting our high
levels of quality and turnaround.
This approach ensures we maintain
competitive pricing for our clients, whilst
delivering powerline structures of the
highest quality.
We have 10+ years experience being one
of the longest established suppliers in
the market, delivering seamless solutions
for our valued clients.

Project partners
We have delivered project solutions for the
following clients and infrastructure owners:

Our projects
Powerline structure projects by Gateway Energy have been
manufactured and delivered to sites across Australia and the South
Pacific over the last decade. From our head office in Brisbane where
our engineering and management team are based, we service our
Australian and Pacific based clients. Our logistics team coordinate
everything from factory to site, liaising with client representatives to
ensure smooth deliveries on time. We move hundreds of containers
of product every year. No site is too remote, no project is too small.

Our experience
Our experience in delivering high quality energy transmission solutions for clients
across Australia and the South Pacific is extensive.
Here are some example of recent projects we have manufactured and delivered to
site for satisfied clients. To view more of our previous projects, we invite you to visit
our website www.gatewayenergy.com.au

Junee 66kV Line
Rebuild, NSW

99F Transmission Line
Upgrade, Wagga NSW

Berrybank 220kV Wind Farm
Connection, VIC

Dundonnell Wind Farm
Connection, VIC

Owner TransGrid

Owner Essential Energy

Owner TransGrid

Owner AusNet Services for Tilt Renewables

Client Downer

Client Yurika

Client Downer

Client Downer

Project Detail
~580 base plate 132kV poles. Delivered all
foundation components early for seamless
construction of the 100km project. Poles
were designed to enable the standard
C-section crossarm to be used with the
connection designed and a full-scale model
used to test that the crossarms could fail
without damaging the pole connection.
Poles were dulled (de-glared) finish.

Project Detail
30 x 66kV single circuit intermediates and
vertical strains. Provided a value-added
solution combining foundation designs with
poles for most economical total project
cost. Supplied additional 4 x substation
poles for gantries in lieu of concrete poles.

Project Detail
23 x 220kV double circuit suspensions and
combination of double circuit and single circuit
strains. Tallest poles 44m above ground height.

Project Detail
~200 x 220kV double circuit base plate
and 220kV single circuit embedded poles,
undercrossing gantries. Underwent full scale
load testing on a number of structure types.
High strength crossarm design fully modelled
in Strand7 for double circuit strains.

993 Transmission Line
Upgrade, NSW

Prominent Hill SP4 132kV
Line, SA

SP2 275kV Pole
Line, SA

Carrapateena 132kV
Mine Connection, SA

Owner TransGrid

Owner ElectraNet

Owner ElectraNet

Owner ElectraNet

Client Downer

Client UGL

Client UGL

Client Ventia

Project Detail
~300 base plate 132kV poles. A continuation of
the 99F project again with successful delivery
of the project in its entirety.

Project Detail
~500 x 132kV single circuit poles including
suspensions, strains/terms and crossing
poles. Large project delivered with
logistical coordination to regional SA.

Project Detail
73 x 275kV double circuit base plate
suspension poles and single circuit base
plate vertical strains. Very large poles
with 45m suspensions and 43m strains.

Project Detail
~300 x 132kV single circuit poles, combination
of embedded suspensions and base plate
strains with davit arms designed to ElectraNet
standards.

Experience and quality
you can rely on

Working with us
At Gateway Energy, we aim to be Australia’s preferred power transmission
structure supplier and project partner. We welcome enquiries from new and
existing clients. Traditionally we are engaged by way of tender however, we
are open to other working relationships such as preferred supplier panels
that may be better suited to you, our client.
Once a working relationship is established, our team is your team, working
collaboratively to deliver exceptional results for your clients. We will work
with you to ensure your designs are as efficient as the project will allow,
sharing with you our extensive experience and knowledge in the energy
transmission manufacture and supply space. We will manage our aspect of
your project professionally, keeping you informed of progress every step of
the way. Knowing you have a dependable partner in Gateway Energy as part
of your team, you can continue to deliver exceptional results for your clients.

1800 674 317
sales@gatewayenergy.com.au
18/180 Moggill Road Taringa Qld Australia 4068

www.gatewayenergy.com.au

